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DigiDictate Mobile Update
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CENTRO 1.4 - NEW FEATURES
> Centro now supports Batch Sign-off, allowing the
user to electronically sign multiple reports at once.
The list of pending reports is displayed alongside a
preview screen, enabling the user to review and
sign off from a single location by simply inputting
the password once. This is in addition to multi-level
signatures, over the shoulder signing and factordelayed approval, making Centro electronic
documentation a must have for any clinical setting.
> Navigating Quickforms with Crescendo Speech
has never been easier. The user can now simply
speak the name of the control to change focus
to it, eliminating the need to use the next/previous
marker commands or a mouse and keyboard.
Crescendo Speech with form control and
navigation offers a 99.5% recognition rate for any
speaker.
> Another notable feature within Crescendo Speech
is auto-skip, which automatically moves the cursor
to the next field once the value has been received
from the speech recognition server, saving time and
improving flow of the dictation.
> Easily replicate a facility’s paper forms, ensuring
little to no adjustment period for the user. Boxes and
tables are now arranged in the same format as their
hardcopy predecessors, with the ability to configure
navigation vertically or horizontally, depending on
preference. Historical data can automatically be
imported into the document, eliminating the input
of duplicate information.
> Centro users can now change their own electronic
signature passwords, eliminating the need to
request the change from a supervisor and ensuring
the password is shared with no one.
> Centro now supports SpeechMike Premium and
SpeechMike Air allowing total user configuration of
all the controls and function keys on these devices.
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“I am very pleased with the significant
progress we’ve made with digital dictation.
This really facilitates our administrative tasks
which were already overloaded. I love
the instant delivery of dictations to our
secretary, I can even dictate my letters in
the operating room between surgeries.”
Dr. C. Ursu, Pediatric Orthopedic Surgeon
Fondation Hopale - Berck-sur-mer, France
on his experience with DigiDictate Mobile

DIGIDICTATE MOBILE UPDATE
> The latest version of DigiDictate Mobile is now
available for download free for the Windows Phone
and iPhone.

WE’VE MOVED!
> Two Crescendo offices have moved to new
spaces! The affected locations are in Germany and
France, please update your contacts if necessary.
> The German office is now located at:
		Ostermeyerstrasse 26,
		22607 Hamburg
		GERMANY
> The French office can now be found at:
		
3 quai Kléber
		67000 Strasbourg
		FRANCE
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